Websites that provide reviews for services and products deal with big volumes of data (many users writing many reviews for many items). Then, recommendation algorithms come to the rescue in matching reviews to the consumers who are reading them. Such online review applications usually recommend the most useful reviews for consumers to read. In this work, we propose a new perspective to this problem: how to evaluate the helpfulness of a review from the business owner's perspective. Our solution uses the review's aspects and sentiments, and ranks the most helpful ones seeking to assist establishment owners improve their businesses. Our experimental evaluations consider experts opinion and show that our solution is very close to the ideal ranking.
INTRODUCTION
Online reviews have become a powerful way for users to make their opinions available to everyone. Indeed, the number of online reviews at many specialized websites, such as TripAdvisor and Yelp, has been growing significantly. Such reviews are extremely valuable for consumers when they are looking for information before acquiring a product or service. Analyzing review textual data (which represents the thoughts and communication between users) enables to understand the public needs and concerns about what constitutes valuable information from an academic, marketing, and policy-making perspective. For example, Lacic et al. aim to predict the satisfaction of air travelers by analyzing their reviews [14] and Rossetti et al. propose a new model to decision support and recommendation for online tourists [28] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. HT '17, July 4-7, 2017 A specific scenario is when the items being reviewed are locations. Specially, location based social networks, such as TripAdvisor 1 and FourSquare 2 , are important tools for users to choose hotels, restaurants and attractions -also known as points of interest (POI). Their contents are generated by users, thus providing access to the opinions of many individuals. A user may: contribute with an opinion, evaluate a POI by a rating or indicating whether liked or not, and write a review. Then, the problem with big volumes of data persists: as of April 2017, TripAdvisor handles 500 million reviews from 7 million places in more than 135,000 destinations; whereas FourSquare handles data of more than 93 million places. With so many reviews, how can a user find a proper one?
In an attempt to help consumers identify useful reviews, many sites allow users to vote if a review is helpful. While most websites just show the percentage of positive votes or the average of received votes, some of them provide the grade that each user gave to a review. However, this evaluation tends to be sparse with many reviews without any feedback [25] . This problem is due to the richget-richer effect, in which reviews on top tend to receive more feedback, while recent reviews are rarely read [16] . Even if the grades given to reviews are too sparse to help users identify relevant reviews, they can provide important data to create a model to automatically predict the quality of a review [12] .
Regarding each POI review, several aspects may affect the users while writing them, including: noise level, quality of products or services, weather, season and existing expectations. In this context, identifying and managing these factors can provide customers and owners with valuable information through the interpretation of large amounts of reviews [21] . Nonetheless, how to manage is different for each role. Specifically, for the establishment's owner (or administrator, manager, etc), it is important to have a fast and reliable way to identify the reviews with relevant information for improving the services provided. Then for the client, it is important to identify reviews with details about the place that will help to decide where to go, eat, visit or stay.
Indeed, consumer online reviews have become a major factor in business reputation and brand image due to the popularity of TripAdvisor, Yelp and online review websites. A negative review can really damage the reputation of a business. The problem is so serious that an industry of reputation management has arisen: companies, such as Reviewsthatstick 3 , attempt to remove or hide bad reviews such that more favorable content is found when potential customers look for products and services.
In this paper, we introduce a new problem: identifying the helpfulness of a review for the owner of an establishment. The relevance of a review to the establishment differs from the relevance to the customer because now the goal is not to help decide which product to buy or which place to go to. For example, considering two reviews: (a) complains about the distance to the nearby train station; and (b) complains about the hotel staff. A traveler may find (a) more important than (b), but surely the hotel owner will be more concerned about (b), as not much can be done about (a). Following such an example, the focus here is to identify comments on important issues, especially those regarding the establishment, which can be improved to increase customer satisfaction and help in making strategic and administrative decisions.
Also, providing a calculated average of the received rates (grades) or a summary of all comments to the owner is not enough, because: (i) the average is just a number for a global view of a set of aggregated users; (ii) the summary will potentially present complains and compliments for all aspects at the same time; (iii) and none of them provides a way for the owner to answer individual critics. In other words, a major goal here is to point out textual and individual reviews that qualify existing problems, so that the owner can properly answer and address them.
Hence, we propose creating a ranking of reviews according to their relevance for POI decision making, i.e. targeting owners and not clients. Our ranking considers aspects described and sentiments present in the reviews, a weight function that gives more importance to negative aspects, and the review's writer reputation. To evaluate it, we build a ground truth dataset formed by expert opinions on the relevance of a set of reviews to a set of POI owners. Likewise, as there is no similar work to use as baseline, we build one from scratch based on the similarity between reviews and their answers. Overall, our main contribution is a algorithm to recommend reviews for POIs owners and a through experimental evaluation on big volume of data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews basic concepts, and Section 3 goes over related work. In Section 4, we formalize the problem of recommending reviews for a POI owner. In Section 5, we describe how to measure the helpfulness of a review. Then, Section 6 presents our experimental evaluation and its results, and Section 7 concludes this work.
BASIC CONCEPTS
We first introduce basic concepts, both for generic and review recommendation, and then state the problem.
Location Based Social Networks
Location based social networks (LBSN) are web platforms that reflect the social networking structures of real world [35] . In recent years, the study of LBSNs has attracted attention because they consider interaction information among users along with their geographic location for a period of time. Such information is useful for developing applications as recommendation systems of places, reviews, travel planning, among others [25, 36] .
Recommendation Systems
Recommendation systems combine several computational techniques to select custom items based on the interests of users and the context in which they are inserted [20] . Such items may take varied forms, including reviews, places, books, movies, news, music, videos, ads, people and products from a virtual store [3] . One common form of recommendation is to order these items in a rank according to their relevance to the target user [4, 17, 27, 32] .
A recommendation system is traditionally divided into two types. First, collaborative filtering is a domain-independent prediction technique that cannot easily and adequately be described by metadata, e.g. movies. Such techniques work by building a database (user-item matrix) of preferences for items by users, and then matching users with relevant interest and preferences by calculating similarities between their profiles to make recommendations [9] . Those users build a group called neighborhood. A user gets recommendations to those items that he has not rated but were already positively rated by users in his neighborhood.
Second, content-based is a domain-dependent method and emphasizes the analysis of the attributes of items in order to generate predictions. When documents (such as web pages, publications and news) are to be recommended, content-based filtering technique is the most successful. In content-based filtering techniques, recommendation is made based on the user profiles by using features extracted from the content of the items the user has evaluated in the past [3] . Items that are mostly related to the positively rated ones are recommended to the user.
Review Recommendation Problem
A review refers to an evaluation written by a user or consumer for a product or a service based on an opinion and/or experience as a user of the reviewed item. Reviews are in the form of several lines of texts accompanied by a numerical rating. This text aims to help in shopping decision of a possible buyer, for example. A consumer review of a product usually evaluates how well the product measures up to expectations based on the specifications provided by the manufacturer or seller. It focuses on performance, reliability, quality, defects if any, and value for money. Often it includes comparative evaluations against competing products. Observations are factual as well as subjective in nature.
Considering a website in which users may give feedback about the consumed services or products, the user can act in three different ways: (i) writer -user writes a review about the consumed item; (ii) reader -user reads reviews looking for important information about a target item; (iii) voter -user gives a note to an existing review indicating how useful it is [21] .
Ideally, a review recommendation system provides a review ranking in descending order of helpfulness for a given pair of user and item. Thereafter, whenever a reader accesses a product, the most helpful reviews are on top, eliminating the problem of manually looking for a needle in a haystack.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We now discuss work related to our problem and solutions.
Sentiment Analysis
Besides quality, sentiment analysis is widely used to obtain relevant information about reviews. Previous work studying aspects and sentiments of reviews can be classified as opinion mining, which operates on text portions of any size and shape, such as web pages, comments, tweets, etc. Every opinion is composed of at least two elements: a target (topic, product, person, etc.) and a feeling (attitude, opinion, emotion) about this target [15] . The process of mining temporal opinions involves defining the average opinion on a particular topic in two or more different points in time. Changes in opinion can then be identified and used to find patterns or summarize the opinion regarding a specific aspect [5] .
For example, Lourenco et. al [19] studied an efficient way to analyze opinions about topics and entities on social networks like Twitter. However, changes in opinions are not necessarily useful by themselves, as they need some factor of comparison. Hence, the utility of opinion change detection becomes more evident when combined with the understanding of why such a change occurred.
Sentiment (and opinions) analysis requires to differentiate between statements of fact and opinions, and to detect the polarity of the sentiment expressed. For example, Turney [31] ranked the polarity of feeling reviews on document level, and Yu and Hatzivassiloglou [33] identified the polarity of sentences opinions using semantically oriented words.
These techniques have been applied and examined in different fields, such as user reviews and news articles. In our proposed solution, the sentiment analysis serves to identify opinions about topics and the polarity of the sentiment expressed in the reviews. Knowing what customers are talking about and if they like or not allows to identify the most relevant aspects of service or product, and to determine if they should be improved by POIs owners.
Spam, Fake Review Detection
Online reviews have become a valuable resource for decision making, but this importance of reviews also encourages spam. There are generally two types of spam reviews: (i) those that deliberately mislead readers or automated opinion mining systems that give undeserving positive opinions to some target product in order to promote it, or give unjust or malicious negative reviews to some product in order to damage its reputation; (ii) non-reviews (e.g. ads) that contain no opinion on the product.
Jindal et. al [11] propose to perform spam detection based on duplicate finding and classification, then applying Logistic regression to learn a predictive model. Mukherjee et. al [24] study how well existing research methods work in detecting real-life fake reviews in a commercial website, and compare them to Yelp's filtered/unfiltered reviews. Filtering ads and detecting spam reviews are important steps before recommending reviews for owners: ads have no value for a manager, and spam reviews could lead to wrong decisions and analysis about services and products.
Influence of Reviews on Sales
The creation of online consumer communities to provide product reviews and advice has been touted as an important (although somewhat expensive) component of Internet retail strategies. For example, Chevalier and Mayzlin [6] examine the effect of consumer reviews on relative sales of books at Amazon 4 and BarnesAndNoble 5 and find that positive reviews and book sales positively correlate. Dellarocas et. al [7] propose concrete models for decision
Predicting Review Helpfulness/Quality
The problem of automatically determining the quality of content generated by online social networking users has attracted much attention [10, 26, 31] . For instance, Bigonha et. al [2] defined quality metrics for influential users on Twitter. Pang e Lee [26] studied products reviews prediction, which can be significant due to the correlation between a product evaluation and the usefulness of a review. However, the overall assessment of a product is known.
Other previous works [8, 13, 16, 30, 34] have focused on automatically determining the quality of reviews through textual attributes and social aspects [22, 29] . Textual attributes include text statistics, such as the text size, average size of the sentences and percentage of adjectives. Social attributes relate to the reviews authors and are extracted from their social context, as the number of evaluations made by the author, author connection degree in the social network, average grades given, among others.
Another direction is to formulate it as a classification or regression problem with users votes serving as ground truth. These approaches consider that all users have a common perception of helpfulness and are limited to discovering helpfulness for an average person. For example, Zhang e Varadarajan [34] discovered that syntactical features of review text are most useful, whereas review size seems poorly related with its quality. Only a few works [23, 29] deal with the problem in a personalized fashion, considering users idiosyncrasy, then exploring the hypothesis that users do not perceive helpfulness in the same way (what is useful for one, is not for another) by incorporating relevant personalized information for review recommendation.
In addition to textual attributes, Kim et. al [13] included metadata information (such as notes given to an item under evaluation) and concluded that review size and the number of stars in product ratings are more useful to their regression model. Ghose e Ipeirotis [8] , based on subjective analysis of the text, showed evidence that reviews addressing extreme aspects are considered more useful. In [18] , Liu et. al considered user experience as reviewer and the frequency they create reviews in addition to writing style in a non-linear regression model.
Despite their differences, all these previous works consider the problem of evaluating the quality of reviews and classify them as best as possible from the user's point of view (e.g., product buyer in an e-commerce system ). Here, we introduce a new problem: identifying the usefulness of a review for the business owner. To address this problem, we propose using aspects and sentiments of reviews, and creating a rank with reviews that can be most useful for the management and development of establishment at the top. For the owner of an establishment, the quality of a review can help identify negative aspects and problems of products and services. Moreover, it is possible to determine the most successful products to expand their production as well.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
A recent survey shows that all current works on review quality prediction identify the relevance of a review for clients (users) only [21] , i.e., not to business owners. However, the relevance of a review to a establishment differs from the relevance to the customer because now the goal is not to help decide which product to buy or which place to visit. The focus is to identify comments that address important issues, especially those related to the establishment that can be improved to increase customer satisfaction and help in making strategic and administrative decisions. It is important to note that an unsatisfied user can cause considerable damage, since comments on the Internet can spread quickly and influence other potential customers.
Motivating Example. Assume that three travelers, who have joined an online reviewing website, have written a review about the hotel they booked in different dates. The first one covered the aspects about location, the second detailed the quality of breakfast, and the third enjoyed bedroom size. The clients made important and different compliments about hotel, but all off them also complained about room service. Service quality is one key point to make customers happy. If the hotel manager had an easy and efficient way to detect the problem with room service, such manager would be able to propose solutions and avoid more clients dissatisfaction after the first client review. Once again, providing the owner an averaged rate or summary of all complains is also not as useful as the individual and textual ones, as the owner may want to not only address and solve such issues but also properly give answers to the three users who complained about room service.
In the previous example, helpfulness of users review can be evaluated by focusing on the problems they mention. We argue that a personalized review quality for POIs owner may be more accurate than a user review recommendation approach and introduce the problem of owner-oriented review ranking. As exemplified in the introduction, a business owner cannot change the distance to the nearest train station, but can surely improve its staff.
Problem Statement. Given a set of reviews R = r 1 , r 2 , ..., r x about a POI, a set of reviewers V = v 1 , v 2 , ..., v y who have written R and a set of owners of POIs O = o 1 , o 2 , ..., o z who manage the POIs and are responsible to get clients feedback. The task is to rank R according to the quality rating (helpfulness) of each r ∈ R for a given owner o j .
IDENTIFYING HELPFUL REVIEWS FOR POI'S OWNER
We treat the task of finding helpful reviews as a ranking problem where the goal is to obtain a scoring function that gives higher scores to helpful reviews in a given set of reviews. Our strategy is to rank the reviews based on their aspects and sentiments. Knowing what clients are talking about and how they feel allows to detect important reviews, but we must consider the opinion of as many clients as possible to identify main problematic topics. Overall, our solution to rank reviews according to the helpfulness for the business owner is composed of three steps. First, we describe our strategy to extract aspects and their sentiment from a set of reviews of a given POI (Section 5.1). We then measure the weight of each aspect by considering its relevance for the whole set (Section 5.2). Finally, we score the helpfulness of a target review by using its aspects relevance (Section 5.3).
Sentiment Analysis and Aspects Extraction
We now turn to aspect extraction, which can also be seen as an information extraction task. In the context of sentiment analysis, some specific characteristics of the problem can facilitate the extraction. The key characteristic is that an opinion always has a target. The target is often the aspect or topic to be extracted from a sentence. Thus, it is important to recognize each opinion expression and its target from a sentence. Also, we should note that some opinion expressions can play two roles, i.e., indicating a positive or negative sentiment, and implying an (implicit) aspect (target). For example, in this car is expensive, the word expensive indicates both a sentiment and the aspect price.
The steps of identifying aspects and analyzing sentiment are complex data processing tasks. Luckily, there are many solutions available such as the whole framework described in [12] . There is also publicly available tools, as the services provided by HPE HEAVEN OnDemand 6 . For practical reasons and good overall performance, we use the latter as explained next.
HPE HEAVEN OnDemand is a platform for building cognitive computing solutions using text analysis, speech recognition, image analysis, indexing and search APIs. The sentiment analysis API processes reviews and returns a list of aspects mentioned in the review along with the sentiment and the score associated to them. The API returns the sentiment as positive, negative, neutral or mixed. It contains a dictionary of positive and negative words of different types, and defines patterns that describe how to combine these words to form positive and negative phrases. Automatically classifying text by sentiment allows to easily find out the general opinions of people in an area of interest. For example, a manager might want to analyze reviews from a restaurant to help improving services provided, food quality, menu choices or to enhance customer experience.
The API splits the input text into entities, which describe a part of the text with a particular sentiment. The API returns details of the extracted entities, including the length and the detected sentiment. Each sentiment extracted contains valuable information. For example, Figure 1 shows the text of a real review and its aspects as extracted by HPE tool. Specifically:
• sentiment is the qualifier for the sentiment or opinion, in this case the adjective clean;
• aspect indicates what the positive or negative sentiment is about, in this case room; and • score is a value between 0 and 1 (0 and -1 in the negative case), which indicates the strength and confidence of the sentiment.
Calculating Aspect Weight
Using the sentiment and aspect identification API (described in 5. of each aspect considering the set of reviews of a POI. The sentiment of an aspect may be positive or negative, and both are useful:
• positive aspects help identify reviews with compliments about features or services. This kind of review allows to identify for example what clients like, and if a given promotion or service had the expected impact; and • negative aspects help to find reviews with possible problems or features that clients do not like. It is probably more important than a positive aspect since it may lead to losses to the POI in a short amount of time, as it may spread quickly on social networks. Analyzing POI reviews in the owners perspective is important to discover how the place is being evaluated by clients. Not identifying how the opinion of clients is varying, mainly when it is negative, may damage the POI. This kind of problem could be avoided if POIs owners had an efficient way to identify what aspects are not pleasing their clients. However, having just the rates given by clients or their average is not enough, as argued in Section 1. By knowing the specific problems, it should be simpler to take faster decisions to address them.
Considering a hotel as POI, an example of how the sentiment about room and staff (from a real hotel) varies through 2016 is shown in Figure 2 . It presents the aggregated sentiment for each aspect considering all reviews from each month in that year. In this case, room sentiment varies, but is always positive. On the other hand, the opinion about the hotel staff is bad over the whole year, with some oscillation in the first semester and getting sour in the second one. Had the manager properly answered and solved such staff problems over the first months, its score curve could have been in the positive number by the end of the year.
There are two options when considering the relevance of an aspect: (i) ignore review date -useful to identify the main reviews and discover general aspects of POI over a set of reviews; and (ii) consider review date -useful to monitor the variation of customer opinion over time. Our assumption is that when considering the relevance of an aspect, we must also use the date of the review to weigh its importance. In a real case scenario, the manager is most worried about recent reviews than from last year. Having this in mind, the process of assigning a weight to an aspect is described in Algorithm 1. When evaluating review aspects, our solution treats negative and positive sentiments separately (lines 10,15 and 12,17) to emphasize that there are two perspectives of the same aspect. We also apply a log function (line 5) to give more relevance for recent reviews. lastDate ← S.дetLastReviewDate() 3: aspects ← {} ▷ Each aspect is a record with two counters: negative (n) and positive (p) 4: for r in R do ▷ For each review 5: d ← 1/ log(lastDate − review.дetDate()) ▷ date score of the review r 6: for a in r .дetAspects() do ▷ a is an aspect of r 7: if a in aspects then 8: v ← a.дetSentimentV al() 9: if v < 0 then ▷ negative sentiment 10: aspects [a] .n ← aspects [a] .n + v * d.
11:
else ▷ positive sentiment 12: aspects [a] .p ← aspects [a] .p + v * d.
13:
else ▷ initialize aspect values neg. and pos.
14:
else 17 :
return aspects
Review Score
Characterizing the helpfulness of a review for a POI owner (administrator, manager, etc) requires analyzing the topics and opinions expressed by a client in each review. Positive and negative comments are important feedback to POI owner, as they help to identify main problems and qualify good services. Evaluating such reviews by considering the perspective of all clients is also important to avoid biased decisions. Automatically identifying helpful reviews is a complex task, since a POI usually has access to thousands of comments. To solve such a problem, we introduce Algorithm 2 for measuring the helpfulness of a review by aggregating the importance of each aspect computed by Algorithm 1. One challenge is how to aggregate all aspect scores to maximize the level of helpfulness agreement of a review for a POI owner. There are two main challenges that lead to different scores: (i) how
Algorithm 2 Review score algorithm
Input A, R, O, V: A -a set of aspects (each aspect with two counters: negative (n) and positive (p)) from a POI and their relevance obtained from Algorithm 1; R -a set of reviews from a POI processed by the sentiment analysis API (section 5.1); Ooption to consider negative, positive, or negative and positive aspects; V -aspect sentiment value; Output: a list of reviews ordered by the most helpful. if O = ''neдative" then 4: return A.n 5: if O = ''positive" then 6: return A.p 7: if O = ''both" then 8: return 9.75 * A.n + A.p 9:
10: procedure User(U ) 11: return 1 + (U .help f ulV otes/U .numberO f Reviews) 12: 13: procedure Score(A, R, O) 14: rank ← {} 15: for r in R do ▷ For each review 16: for a in r .дetAspects() do ▷ For each of its aspects 17: if r in rank then 18: ▷ increment review score with aspect score 19 :
else 21: ▷ initialize review score with aspect score 22 :
return rank.sort ("descendinд") to consider positive and negative aspects; and (ii) how to weight the review by the writer's reputation. The first one is solved by procedure ScoreHelper(): it allows the algorithm to use only negative, only positive or a combination of both sentiments about an aspect (the formula was empirically obtained by testing values from 1 to 20 with step 0.05; and the value 9.75 produced better results). The second uses valuable information about the writer: the number of reviews he/she has written and the number of positive votes received. It is calculated by procedure User(), and a user who always receives positive votes should be more reliable. This step helps to avoid fake users or spammers, since the reputation was evaluated by other users.
Having both challenges solved allows to calculate review score by procedure Score(): it loops through its aspects and invokes ScoreHelper() and User() procedures passing the desired tuning options. After calculating a score for each POI review, the algorithm sorts them in descending order and returns a rank. Such a rank is oriented towards the owner and not the client of a POI. Therefore, the most helpful reviews for the owners are at the top. 
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Overall, Figure 3 illustrates the process for our whole experimental evaluation. It also serves as a guide for this section as follows.
Our method is evaluated over real TripAdvisor review data, whose collecting and pre-processing are detailed in Section 6.1. We evaluate our solution against ground truth dataset built from scratch in Section 6.2. We note that our solution may be applied over any review dataset, not being limited by TripAdvisor or a POI category. The baseline for experimental comparisons is described in Section 6.3. Then, Section 6.4 presents the evaluation metrics, whereas Section 6.5 has the results and discussions.
Data and Pre-processing
Evaluating the helpfulness of reviews requires a dataset built from a social network that allows (i) users to write reviews for POIs, and (ii) POIs' owners to answer such reviews. The first restriction is easily satisfied by most POI-related social networks (e.g. FourSquare and TripAdvisor), but the second is not a common feature. TripAdvisor satisfies both and is the world's largest travel site, offering advice from millions of travelers: with 435 million reviews and opinions covering 6.8 million accommodations, restaurants and attractions. Although it allows POIs owners to answer their reviews, such feature is not present for all POI categories. Indeed, we have empirically evaluated TripAdvisor POIs categories and discovered that hotel is the category with largest answer rate. Therefore, we use TripAdvisor hotel category to construct our evaluation dataset.
Our experimental evaluation considers a dataset consisting of 72,876 reviews from 9,676 hotels, which were randomly selected from 55,238 hotels in the United States. The data were collected from TripAdvisor in July 2016, representing all reviews from the selected hotels on the collecting date. A pre-processing is also necessary to eliminate incomplete and noisy data. We do so by filtering out: repeated reviews from a hotel, reviews with less than ten words, reviews with non English words (more than 10%), and meaningless words such as URLs. Such step reduced the number of reviews by about 16%, thus obtaining a final set of 61,815 reviews. 7 Finally, the API (Section 5.1) was applied to the final set of reviews and POIs answers. Each review has the following data: writer's username, number of reviews made by the writer, number of positive votes 8 received by the writer, review date, and POI's owner answer (optionally a POI administrator may answer a review). We have also analyzed the dataset by focusing on the data necessary to identify helpful reviews (e.g., review text and answer). Table 1 presents the number of positive and negative aspects obtained after processing it with the API described in Section 5.1.
We notice that there are more positive than negative reviews, and negative reviews usually have between zero and three negative aspects. The distribution of the number of positive and negative aspects and answers has a clear trend: the concentration of positive aspects are between three and five, and negative aspects between zero and two. Such analysis points to a possible relation in the way a POI owner answers a user, as discussed in Section 6.3.
Another interesting fact is that only 1,673 from 9,676 POI owners answer user reviews, representing 17% of the dataset hotels. Such POIs owners answered 7,271 reviews, representing almost 12% of answered reviews. Despite such a small fraction of answers, POI owners are consistent, as when answering one, they usually answer almost all received reviews. 
Ground Truth
Evaluating a recommendation or ranking algorithm requires to compare the generated output with a ranking from a ground truth dataset (a ground truth represents the ideal ranking order). Then, the goal of the experimental evaluation is to check whether the proposed algorithm ranks a given collection as close as the ideal one. Therefore, evaluating our solution required to build (from scratch) a ground truth dataset from experts' evaluations. This dataset represents the ideal ranking of reviews for a POI owner. For the ground truth evaluation, we randomly selected 25 hotels (from the United States) and the last 200 reviews from each hotel, giving a total of 5,000 reviews. To rate how helpful those reviews are, we defined a simple web interface to allow experts to evaluate them. Overall, we asked more than 100 experts to score the reviews from 1 to 5 -where 1 means the review is useless for a POI owner and 5 otherwise. Each review was evaluated five times, and then computed the average. With such experts evaluations, we built 25 test collections to use as ground truth. Despite being a small collection, we believe it to be highly reliable, once it was constructed by considering experts opinion. Table 2 shows the average experts scores of each hotel, and Figure 4 shows the distribution of reviews score (average) given by experts. One may notice that average evaluation for each hotel is close or below 3. Considering all reviews, about 70% evaluations were indeed 3 or less. This means that most reviews were not rated as helpful. Considering this scenario, a hotel has hundreds of reviews and only a few give relevant information, making it even harder for a POI owner to identify the important ones.
Methods for Comparison
In our POI owner-oriented context, there is also no baseline to compare our solution against. After analyzing the reviews in Section 6.1, we define a hypothesis that there could be a relation between review quality (helpfulness) and the answer given by the POI owner. If such a relation exists, the POI owners may explicitly mention the important aspects in the reviews. Therefore, we propose to analyze such a relation to build (again from scratch) a ranking baseline.
Specifically, a user writes a review mentioning aspects with positive and negative opinions. The negative reviews usually point out problems and dissatisfaction on the establishment and its surroundings. The POI owner may answer such a review by (usually) thanking the positive compliments, and making excuses, explaining or even informing that solution is on the way for the negative aspects. Either positive or negative, the owner usually mentions again the aspect being answered, e.g., "the room size will be improved in the upcoming restoration" and "we are planing regular meetings with the staff regarding how to properly treat our guests". Then, such feedback allows to determine the relevance of a review based on the cosine similarity between its aspects and the response given by the establishment. High similarity means the establishment took time in answering the points addressed in the review, i.e., this is a relevant review for the establishment. On the other hand, low similarity may indicate generic responses of establishments (e.g., "thanks for pointing it out, we will solve it soon").
We note that it is in the interest of an establishment to answer to a customer's complaints as informative as possible to prevent loosing clients and reputation. Thus, based on the similarity between review and response, our baseline considers a review ranking for each hotel, in descendant order of similarity.
Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate our ranking method by computing the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain [1] of the top-k reviews in the ranking produced by it (i.e, NDCG@k). NDCG is one of the existing metrics to compare rankings, and is our choice because it is simple, easy and produces good results. NDCG ranges from 0 to 1 indicating greater agreement between the ranking produced by the method and an ideal ranking determined by experts evaluations of hotels reviews. This metric is based on two rules:
• Extremely relevant documents are more important (valuable) than documents with marginal relevance; and • The lower the position of the document in the ranking, the lower the value of this document for the user.
NDCG@k is built from DCG@k, the discounted cumulative gain in the top-k reviews, which is computed as:
where rel i is the score given by the ranking algorithm to the review at position i. Then, the I DCG k is the ideal value of DCG@k obtained when the reviews are sorted in decreasing order of their actual helpfulness.
Experimental results
We start by validating our method against the ground truth dataset to evaluate the quality of the rank produced by our algorithm. Then we compare the baseline versus the ground truth to verify our hypothesis that there is a relation between review and POI answer. When comparing against the ground truth, it is important to show each hotel evaluation to avoid bias data. Aggregating all data could lead to a satisfactory result on average, but could hide bad evaluations. We also evaluate our method against the baseline.
Validation against the Ground Truth. We start by evaluating which set of aspects and tuning options presents better results for our algorithm. There are three configurations for the aspects: (i) only positive aspects, (ii) only negative aspects, and (iii) both positive and negative aspects combined (ScoreHelper() from Section 5.3). Besides the aspects, we also need to evaluate if considering the review writers reputation score improves the ranking. All cases are evaluated by the nDCG metric described in Section 6.4. Figure 5 shows the results of all evaluated configurations. The worst results are by considering only positive aspects, with nDCG lower than 0.4. In contrast, when considering only negative aspects, the nDCG is close or higher than 0.6. The combined option (empirically obtained by tuning ScoreHelper()) improves a little the ranking quality, by increasing nDCG in 0.035 on average and keeping all values greater than 0.6. Finally, we evaluate the review writers' reputation allied to both positive and negative aspects. Such combination provides considerable improvement on the ranking, by increasing nDCG in 0.1 on average.
This last configuration is also the best one, giving average nDCG around 0.8, implying that it produces ranking close to the ideal one. Overall, such results confirm our hypothesis that negative aspects are indeed more relevant to POI owners, and giving higher weight to them on our ranking algorithm is a distinct strategy.
Baseline Validation against the Ground Truth. Our baseline was built by considering the hypothesis that there is a relation between the review and its answer from the POI owner. Before considering it as a valid baseline ranking, we must evaluate if such hypothesis holds. Figure 6 shows the nDCG results for all hotels in the ground truth dataset. These results are very promising, as the lowest nDCG value is 0.76 and the greatest is 0.9. The average nDCG is 0.82, indicating that the baseline produces ranking close to the ideal one. In other words, we may use it as baseline to evaluate big data volumes without asking for expert evaluations. Then, we solve the problem of automatic obtaining a large dataset to use as a comparison ranking.
Our Method against the Baseline. We now present the comparison between our proposed method and the baseline on a large 1) . We rank the reviews with both methods and then compare the results by using nDCG to show how close our algorithm is to the baseline. Figure 7 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function on nDCG value obtained for all 9,676 hotels. Both rankings are tied, and the set of reviews from a hotel has a chance larger than 20% of having a nDCG greater than 0.6. It is important to mention that the set of reviews used is different for each test case, since each is built based on the responses of one establishment at a time.
Overall, our technique obtains great results for most test cases and medium results for just a few. Investigating the reason for such a discrepancy, we found that the hotels with worst results were those that provided generic or vague answers to the reviews, without focusing on the complaints of the users.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we defined a new twist to a known problem: how to rank reviews according to their helpfulness to the business owner, instead of to the client (which has been the only way, so far). Indeed, we have empirically showed that most reviews are not helpful at all to the owners, as evaluated by experts.
Regarding our solution, we proposed that positive and negative aspects of the review be considered, with more weight to the negative ones. Then, we have empirically showed that reviews on the negative aspects of a POI are more relevant to its owner. Hence, our solution of giving more weight to negative aspects holds. Furthermore, we proposed that not only positive and negative aspects of the review be considered, but also the reputation of its writer. Our experimental evaluation has indeed showed that considering such reputation is paramount for obtaining better ranking results.
As ranking reviews useful for owners (and not clients) is a new problem (as fully argued), there is no current state-of-the-art to compare our solution against. Therefore, our contributions also include creating two datasets: one ground truth built based on experts' evaluation, and one baseline built by the similarity between reviews and their answers. Both are publicly available for download and further exploration.
Given its complexity, there are different directions to keep pursuing a solution for proposing a owner-oriented review ranking. For example, we plan to investigate the benefits of adding new features to our method, for example geographic ones. We also plan to further analyze the temporal dynamics of the reviewing process and its correlation to POI popularity.
